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Acknowledgment of Country

We acknowledge the    
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our 
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country. 
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect 
to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community



Strengths
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths
5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• Progress notes

• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan



Goal 1:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 2:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 3:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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NQS links Task Steps involved Timeline Responsibility Resourcing Completed

National Quality Framework responsibilities 
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Learning improvement goal 1:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?

Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 2:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approved by director/principal

Approved by governing council chairperson

Approved by education director 

Approvals


	Service name: Netley Kindergarten
	Service approval number: 5635
	Text2: Kuarna 
	Context:  Netley Kindergarten is located 7.5kms away from the Adelaide CBD. The kindy premises is on the land of the  City of West Torrens Council. The Jo Wells Reserve is adjacent to the kindergarten, and was previously designed by the children for the community, in consultation with the City of West Torrens, and Simon Hutchinson from Climbing Trees. There are two groups of children that attend the kindergarten, the Rainbow Lorikeets and the Geckos. The kindergarten operates Monday to Friday, during the DfE school term.       Children attend in either  the Monday, and Tuesday group or the Wednesday, and Thursday group from 8:15am until 3:30pm.                                                                                                                     A Friday is offered to each group once a term from 8:15 until 1:15pm. Playgroup is available each Friday from 9:30am-11:30am during the school term.The kindergarten is surrounded by a large nature play based area.                                                                                                                            The outside environment hosts a ; sand pit area, mud kitchen, swing area, native bushland area, and a beautiful butterfly garden. We welcome parents into the centre to participate in planning, sharing their skill sets, and joining our Governing Council. Parents are invited to join excursions, to encourage interest and engagement in the learning program of their child.           
	Statement of Philosophy: At Netley Kindergarten we use the Early Years Learning Framework so all children can experience play based learning that is engaging and builds success for life. The Early Years Learning Framework describes childhood as a time of belonging, being and becoming.Play is very important for children. Through play young children explore and learn to understand the world around them as they come to communicate, discover, imagine and create. When children play they are showing what they have learned and what they are trying to understand. Since 2014 we have been working with real purpose and direction for Netley Kindergarten. Our vision statement “that all children engage in a flexible and enriched natural learning environment in order to flourish and become confident lifelong learners” underpinned and guided our practice. “Be Explore Grow” is the phrase that sums up the culture of Netley Kindergarten. Children are given every opportunity to have the time to just `be' and to make meaning of the world around them. Exploration of their world, the environment and themselves is encompassed in `explore', and `grow' is symbolic to the growth of each individual child, both academically and within their emotional intelligence.  
	Quality area 1: •The Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) guides and underpins our teaching and learning practices. Over the past 18 months the Educators  have contributed to the development of a flowchart , which demonstrates the consolidation of our assessment and reporting practices, and connects our observations, documentation and programming to ensure children are achieving learner outcomes as described in the EYLF.•The formation of the philosophy Statement in partnership with the children, families and educators truly reflects our belief that children are active participants in their learning, have individual strengths and abilities, and are competent and capable learners. Quality learning environments and enhanced learning outcomes are a priority for all children, relevant to their stage in their learning journey.•The documentation in the floor books, learning Stories, children’s Portfolios, individual observations, twice termly Child Led Learning reflections, Daily reflections, Individual Learning Plans (ILPs), and the Statement of Learning at the end of the year ensures that each child’s strengths, abilities and interests are reflected in the planning and programming.•Through our Daily Reflection book it was identified that children were often deeply engaged in their play, and sometimes it was more beneficial to be flexible with the times of our intentional teaching (Group times), rather than insist that children leave their play to attend to the group times. Intention teaching means small group work that is intentional and implemented during the periods of uninterrupted play time. Consulting with the inside and outside teacher about the level of engagement, and appropriate times for structured teaching times, ensures that children have opportunities to “Be, Explore and Grow” (reflected in our Philosophy Statement). Consequently children have opportunities for large periods of unstructured play in both the inside and outside learning environments, both before and after lunch.•Using the Claire Warden Floor book methodology, and our own adaptation of observing child led learning, has enabled us to ensure that the experiences we provide are based around the children’s interests, and that Possible Lines of Development (sometimes initiated by Educators) are included in the planning and programming documentation. We are also delving deeper into Learning Stories, into how children think, how they got to that thinking and how to document and reflect critically on this thinking. •Every child is supported to participate in the program in different ways. We recognise that all children need time to ‘be’, and to make meaning of their world through their play, and that this could look different for individual children. This is evident when we have group discussions about an area of interest at mat times. It is easy to see that some children are deeply engaged in this process, and willingly contribute to these discussions. However, for some of our children this can be a difficult process to participate in, and one to one conversations are more relevant for these children. For these children, their words are also documented in the Floor books but not necessarily at the same times as the large group discussions.•The consolidation of practice over the past three years has also enabled us to realise the potential of including a focus on children’s dispositions for learning. We deliberately provide an enriched, play based, learning environment where all children can develop dispositions.
	Quality area 2: •Children’s Health and Safety is an area that has seen a consolidation of practice over the past four years as continuous leadership from the Director ensured that reviewing of policies and procedures was embedded into the self-review processes. This includes hygiene practices, managing injuries and illnesses, critical incidents, sun safety, and emergency procedures to name a few.•Children with health and/or safety needs are identified upon enrolment. Health care plans and Behaviour Management Plans are developed in consultation with families, outside providers and the kindy, to effectively manage individual needs and health conditions. Medications and Health Management Plans are discussed with the Educators team, and placed in the appropriate storage cupboard for access if required.•It was identified in our Daily Reflection book that children needed an opportunity for quiet time and rest after the lengthy periods of unstructured play both before and after lunch. Various methods and timeslots were tried throughout the day to determine the most appropriate time for rest and relaxation. For the children at Netley kindy it has been identified that a rest period at the end of the day, before our last group time, was more beneficial for our children to quietly rest and reflect on their day.•Our Nutrition Policy was improved with the assistance of the OPAL (Obesity Prevention and Lifestyle) project, jointly funded by the Federal, State and Local Governments. While we recognised and celebrated individual children’s birthdays throughout the year, this was becoming a problem when families also wanted to celebrate by sharing cakes, lollies and unhealthy food options with all the children. To overcome this our Nutrition Policy was reviewed by a Dietician linked with OPAL, two information sessions held for parents with the dietician, and a new section included in the policy which clearly outlined the procedure for celebrations and special event, and even included fundraising. This has eliminated the need to celebrate in an unhealthy way, and has been successful in educating families about alternative ways to celebrate special events.•The Nature Play experiences that children were engaging in meant that children were sometimes starting to take some risk in their play and explorations. Consequently Benefit Risk Assessments, with Children’s Voice documented, are a regular agenda item in our Educators meetings, as children continue to explore, discover, and create in their unstructured play. A Benefit Risk Assessment Folder is available in the Parent Information Area, documenting the benefits, risk, and children’s voice of particular learning experiences at the kindy. This journey has been both challenging and rewarding for Educators as we critically look at our own beliefs and teaching practices, and the different ways in which we can provide opportunities for children to engage in nature play and risk taking experiences.•We regularly visit the natural playground next door that is “designed by the children for the children”.•Educators are aware of their responsibilities around the area of child protection and using the Keeping Safe Curriculum in the program. Consequently all educators are participating in the ‘Responding to Abuse and Neglect - Education and Care (RAN-EC) Update course 2018’, and the ‘Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum (KS:CPC)’ update course this year. •In 2015 we were assessed under the National Quality Standards and received an exceeding rating in QA2. 
	Quality area 3: •Over the past 5 years the indoor and outdoor spaces, building, equipment and facilities have been upgraded, removed,  or replaced to ensure they are fit for purpose (see Previous Quality Improvement Plans (QIP) for further information). These upgrades have been completed over time and we are now in a position to be innovative and design our spaces for improvement and enhanced learner outcomes, rather than compliance. •It was identified in the self-review processes over the past two years that children were engaging in play in the outside environment using the materials and resources they could find, and that more could be done by us to promote this type of nature play. Our Philosophy Statement again reflects the culture of the kindy, and recognises that children need opportunities to connect to the natural world, fostering an understanding of and respect for the natural environment. We endeavour to provide an environment where children feel safe, secure and supported to grow in confidence to explore and learn. This in turn helps to foster the learning dispositions we value which will prepare our children for lifelong learning.•The children take an active role in caring for our environment, and are learning about a sustainable future. The “Animal Plant Leader” (APL) is a valuable addition to our daily program where one child is given the responsibility for caring for our kindy and the animals we have. The APL is responsible for collecting the hens eggs, checking the hens food and water, feeding and caring for our frogs and tadpoles, feeding and caring for our fish, feeding and caring for our spiny leaf insects, feeding and caring for our worms, checking the garden beds for vegetables, and watering the inside plants. While it sounds like a lot of work, the children are thriving and eager to have a turn at being the APL. We are asked daily whose turn it is to be the APL, and when will it be their turn to be the responsible person. Documentation of the APL‘s day is placed in the children’s portfolios and photos shared with the family. This learning has also been continued on at home with some of our families starting their own garden beds because their children have asked, and one family has even started with their own chickens at home because their child had an opportunity to be the APL, and wanted to continue this at home too.•From mid-2013 and continuing now, the outdoor environment has been utilised to give children access to a wide range of opportunities that reflect the natural world, such as exploring the loose parts (bark, sticks, logs, rocks, dirt), water, mud, sand, trees for climbing, hiding (cubby tree and secret path behind the hedge), and now the creek bed and fire pit located behind the kindy building. This is Phase 1 of our 5 Phase outdoor redevelopment with the intention of Phase 1 being a special place where we can just be. When our frogs are big enough we will release them into our special place and include them in our time of exploration and discovering. Phase 2 involves the creation of an interactive Butterfly Garden and Trail (with the assistance of a NRM grant, and being an Australian Sustainable Schools Initiative -SA focus site) with work completed in Term 2 2015 on this. Phase 3 involves the creation of a ‘Produce Area’ which will mean relocating our raised garden beds to be near the chickens, creating a larger chicken run for our hens to free range, planting fruit and vegetables in our garden beds, and planting some more fruit trees. Phase 1 – 3 is now completed, with Phase 4 and 5 to be implemented in 2016 and 2017.•The design of our indoor spaces 2014 led to educators discussing a way to make this space as appealing as our outdoor natural environment and provide a learning environment that is flexible and can be changed for different learning opportunities when needed. By removing the ‘classroom’ feel of table and chairs the indoor space includes an ‘Art Studio’ area with a long table and high stools for 
	Quality area 4: •The qualified and experienced educators at Netley kindy work collaboratively to ensure that children feel safe, secure and respected, and are diligent in providing an environment where all children can achieve success in their learning. This is achieved through the processes now in place which connect our observations, documentations, and reflections daily, weekly, fortnightly and annually (See Flowchart in Appendix).•The required Educators to child ratios are maintained at all times, with additional resourcing of additional Educators members funded by the kindy when required for children with special rghts (often the warranted funding  for Preschool Support and Bilingual Support does not match the needs of the individual children and is supplemented by the kindy funds).•Performance Management systems are in place and Educators have regular performance reviews with the site leader which includes identifying areas for improvement, and setting goals for performance linked to the site priorities. •Educators planning and programming occurs twice a term for a whole day meeting. Educators meetings are used as a way to reflect upon best practice, our interactions, and relationships with the children and families of Netley. The daily reflection book is also a way to document the informal Educators team discussions held at the end of each day.•In 2016 we were able to create a permanent position for our regular contract ECW who has been at the kindergarten for the past eight years. This reinforces the commitment to continuity of staffing and the Preschool support ECW has also returned to work with us this year. This enables the centre to have consistent educators that understand the context and culture of the kindergarten, and have worked together before.•In 2019 we were approved have an Teacher position made .5 permanent. •In 2015 we were assessed under the National Quality Standards and received a meeting rating in QA4.
	Quality area 5: •Our self-review, which has progressed since 2014, shows us that the broad topic of relationships was an area that is relevant and important to focus on. Not only relationships with children, but the families as well. (See Improvement Priority 1). Much research shows that children will have enhanced learning outcomes when they feel safe and secure, and that the relationships with the educators are a key element in this.•To this end in term 1 this year educators will focus on children’s identity and wellbeing, observing and documenting the children’s abilities to connect, explore, and bounce back (resilience). These observations are documented in the term 1 Statement of Learning and shared with the families of individual children.•The Flowchart in the appendix of this document clearly shows the processes in place for building relationships with individual children. Prior to the year they start kindy, children are invited to spend some time at the kindy with preschool Educators (during Playgroup) to orientate and transition into the kindy program. A planned dialogue between educators, parents and individual children is held in the first few weeks of the first term. We have found this to be a most valuable opportunity as the information shared from families, along with educator observations, helps to form the child’s Individual Learning Plan (ILP) for the year. The focus on Identity and Wellbeing (EYLF, Outcome 1 and 3) in term 1 further builds on our knowledge of the individual child’s strengths and interests, and goes a long way in ensuring that children feel safe, respected, valued, and thus encouraging a sense of belonging. Another open dialogue session at the end of Term 2 and early Term 3 with parents, educators and individual children builds upon the relationships, with the ILP’s updated to show the development of their child over the past two terms, and the learning goals set earlier in the year reviewed, or new learning goals added.•All educators at Netley Kindy have a focus group of children they are connected with over the course of the year. This includes observations, learning stories, portfolios, intentional teaching times in smaller groups, and being the Key person to speak with parents about their individual child. Please note this does not mean that children who are not in a key educator’s focus group are neglected or miss opportunities to learn with educators, it simply ensures that no child is missed or ‘flies under the radar’. Through our daily reflection and Educators meetings it was discussed that there were some children educators were not getting to know very well. This led to the rotation of the small groups so all educators could engage with all the children at some stage throughout each term, rather than staying with one group for the whole year.•As mentioned previously (pg. 5; Strengths in QA1 Educational Program and Practice) the long periods of unstructured play are allowing time for children to “Be, explore and grow” (pg. 4: Philosophy Statement), thus fostering children connecting with other children and educators. The outdoor learning environment at Netley is valued highly by educators who acknowledge that giving children time to be in this space allows for collaboration, communication, exploration, resilience building, taking measured risks, being resourceful, being cooperative, and purposeful and persistent (Dispositions for Learning).•‘Kindy Connect’ is an initiative started by the Governing Council in term 2, 2015. It was identified that some families did not have opportunities to connect with their child’s friends (work commitments, language barriers) at kindy. Kindy Connect was established and its first meeting was held at a local park with 23 families in attendance. The Governing Council were encouraged by this and have decided to continue ‘Kindy Connect’ in 2019 as a way to develop friendships and relationships with their children and each other. 
	Quality area 6: •The improvements to the physical aspects of Netley kindy over the past 4 years has meant that from a families perspective, their initial contact with the kindy shows the pride in our kindy, and the culture of providing a warm and welcoming environment to our families. New families each year are invited to an induction session (usually when the children visit the year prior to starting their kindy year) where information is shared about enrolment, the kindy program, the Philosophy Statement that underpins and guides our practice, the ELYF and the developmental  outcomes for children, and is an opportunity for parents to ask any relevant questions. The induction session also includes an information pack with copies of the policies in use, relevant information about the kindy, and the links to our Facebook page and Website.•As mentioned above in “QA 5 Relationships with Children” the kindy dialogue between educators and families in Term 1 and 2 is a valuable way of sharing information, and building a collaborative partnership for improved learner outcomes of individual children.•Curriculum updates and other relevant information are provided regularly through emails, newsletters, notes in pockets, displays, children’s portfolios and both formal and informal conversations with Educators. The Website is up to date as a first point of contact for new families with relevant details and information being updated regularly. A Facebook Page was created in January 2013 (as well as a Social Media Policy) as a way of interacting, building relationships, and improving communication with the families of the Netley community. A Parent Information Area is near the parent sign in table which has information about the local community, schools, parenting supports, and Netley Kindergarten information such as newsletters, policies and the educational program.•Netley Kindergarten resides on West Torrens Council land and acknowledges the great support we receive from them (Irrigation, arborists, grass slashing, etc.). The relationship with the council is re-establishing and links with the Netley Neighbourhood Watch Group have been made.•As part of the Collaborative Childhood Project (a research project linking the Reggio Emilia principles with the culture and context of Netley Kindergarten) our children have co-designed a natural playspace in the park next to the kindergarten. In partnership with West Torrens Council a commitment by the council has been made to build this natural playspace for the Netley community. The children of Netley Kindergarten in 2017 will be involved in the deconstruction of the old playground and the construction of the new natural playspace. •Partnerships with Nature Play SA, OPAL (SA Health), NRM, Child and Youth Health, and a nearby Nursing Home have all had some part to play in the delivery of a quality learning program. While we have been fortunate to receive donations from the Lions, Kiwanis, OPAL, and West Torrens Council, we also give back to the community by visiting a nearby Nursing home in term 4 each year to deliver some cheer through a small concert and giving of gifts to the residents. Over the past two years the visits to the Nursing home have been particularly significant as children develop an understanding of the community around them.•As a team of educators this year we have been focusing on providing a stimulating learning environment, while also recognising that there are always ways in which we can improve. The consolidation of a clear programming and planning cycle that we now use has enabled us to be clear in what the children are achieving, and how we can provide opportunities for all children to achieve success. This has been noticed by other sites and educators and we are often asked to share our practices with others. Both DECD sites as well as the private sector early childhood services have requested to spend some time at Netley looking at our outdoor space and the way the children engage in these areas, and our programming cycle, and how we plan for each child. This has also meant that we regularly reflect on our own practice to ensure we are providing learning opportunities that are relevant, reflect the children’s voices, and are of good practice.
	Quality area 7: •The continuity of educators over the past year has been beneficial for consolidation of practices, a clear vision within the Philosophy Statement (established through collaboration with educators and families), common values held by the educator’s team, and a culture of self-review and reflection embedded into our daily interactions. Our daily reflection book, Educators meetings, closure days for self-review, planning and programming, and general dialogue enable us to continuously question how to improve our teaching methods to achieve the desired learner outcomes. •Evidence of our meaningful and purposeful interactions with children and families is shown in the number of parents involved in the Governing Council. Numbers on the council have been steadily increasing over the past 3 years. The year has started strongly with families joining us on the journey of discovery about the outdoor learning environment, and the benefits it gives in regards to individual children’s learning. This will be an area that will need continual dialogue and open conversations each year as families join the kindy community for a year and then move into the schooling sector. It is encouraging to see that with each new year and each new kindy community has not resulted in a loss of momentum for the 3 year plan for the outdoor redevelopment, and the positive learning outcomes for all children.•To ensure consistency of practice, and continuity of teaching provision we try to use regular relief Educators wherever possible. When relievers are used in the kindy a comprehensive induction folder is accessible for new Educators that includes relevant policies, benefit risk assessments,  the Philosophy and Context statement, the previous year’s annual report, the codes of ethics, and an outline of expected roles and responsibilities.•Since 2014 the curriculum leader (lead teacher) took on the responsibility for leading the development of the curriculum, and used the Educators meetings, daily reflection book, and programming and planning times to ensure that a quality program was in action. This is still done in 2018.•The self-review process held during a closure day each year with all educators ensures that a continuous cycle of self-reflection is in place, and is used to identify areas of strengths and areas for improvement. A termly feedback form is given to parents at the end of each term for their perspective on what is working well and what can be improved. This is in addition to the Annual Parent Survey that also goes out to all families for their views on what could be improved upon.•In 2018, the Director was involved in the 3 Masterclasses provided by the Regional Office. This looked closely at the School Improvement Model at: Analysing our Data, working out the Challenge of Practice and Planning actions for improvement. From these Masterclasses, it helped format the goals for 2019 and steps moving forward. •The Director initiates regular Work Performance Reviews with all educators which focus on areas of strengths, areas of improvement, and goal setting in the short and long term, linked to the site priorities.
	Year: 0
	name of centre: Netley Kindergarten- in progress
	Picture_upload: 
	Challenge of practice 1: If we develop our understanding of effective ways of documenting children's learning, then critical thinking and play will be extended more effectively and more meaningfully.
	Actions goal 1_1: Research and gather different forms of documentation. 
	NQS link goal 1_1: 1.1.3               1.3 
	Timeline_goal 1_1: Week 6, term 1 
	Resources goal 1_1: Continue the observation and planning template
	Actions goal 1_3: Creating a format for families to be involved in documentation that are user friendly.
	NQS link goal 1_3: 1.3.3                      6.2
	Actions goal 1_2: Utilise documentation for planning. 
	NQS link goal 1_2: 1.2.1,1.3,1.3.1, 1.3.2 
	Timeline_goal 1_2: Review week 1, term 3 
	Resources goal 1_2: 15 minutes reflection time allocated twice a week Time allocated during Staff Planning Meetings
	Responsibility goal 1_2: Director led however all staff to engage in conversation 
	Responsibility goal 1_1: All staff are responsible 
	Timeline_goal 1_3: Review at the end of week 11, term 1
	Resources goal 1_3: Sticky notes next to the sign in sheetsBrief explanation of the implied learning on the Facebook page
	Responsibility goal 1_3: Educators to prompt familiesFamiliesGoverning Council to engage in discussion
	Actions goal 1_4: 
	NQS link goal 1_4: 
	Timeline_goal 1_4: 
	Resources goal 1_4: 
	Responsibility goal 1_4: 
	Success criteria goal 1: EYLF Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. -Children will be curious and active participants in their learning.Children will transfer knowledge from one setting to another.Children will use play to investigate, imagine and explore ideas.
	Goal 1: Children's' learning and critical thinking will be extended through play by using effective documentation.
	Meeting date goal_1_1: 23/3/20
	Implementation goal 1_1: We have researched and gathered different forms of documentation and ideas. We have used these examples to create our own formatWe organised the ECL to do a PD at our site about documentation that is occurring within our partnership. 
	Impact goal 1_1: The learning outcomes have become more specific and tailored towards individual children based on the observations gathered.  Become a lot more visible to families as it has been emailed and displayed on the sign in table weekly.
	next steps goal 1_1: Review at the end of the term of documentation formats being used, and how we can alter these based on everyones input from utilizing them. 
	Meeting date goal_1_2: 
	Implementation goal 1_2: 
	Impact goal 1_2: 
	next steps goal 1_2: 
	Meeting date goal_1_3: 
	Implementation goal 1_3: 
	Impact goal 1_3: 
	next steps goal 1_3: 
	Meeting date goal_1_4: 
	Implementation goal 1_4: 
	Impact goal 1_4: 
	next steps goal 1_4: 
	Meeting date goal_1_5: 
	Implementation goal 1_5: 
	Impact goal 1_5: 
	next steps goal 1_5: 
	Challenge of practice 2: If we create an environment that promotes respect, then we will support children to develop positive learning dispositions. 
	Actions goal 2_1: Assist children with fostering respect for the environment, and encouraging curiosity by inviting an animal specialist to the kindergarten. 
	NQS link goal 2_1: 1.1, 3.2.3
	Timeline_goal 2_2: By the end of   Term 4
	Actions goal 2_2: Utilise specalists within the DfE to support educators with the implementation of strategies to support children with self-regulation. 
	Actions goal 2_3: Implement the 'Way to A' programme, which promotes labelling of choices as 'A choice's, and 'B choices'.
	NQS link goal 2_3: 1.2.3, 5.2.2
	NQS link goal 2_2: 2.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.2, 5.2.2
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	Impact goal 2_1: Children have shown an increased understanding of respect, in the way they engage with others, kindy resources and the environment. For example showing empathy for hurt friends, using the language of A and B choices with one another and at home. Incursion follow up increased curiosity of bugs. 
	next steps goal 2_1: How to respect natural resources and ways to use them, by having a nature playground and Nature Junk incursion. Start nature walks within the community, and foster engagement with the community such as nursing homes when possible. 
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	Task 1: Research and gather different forms of documentation.
	Step 1: 
	0: Having conversations with different sites about their forms of documentation.
	1: Researching documentation by finding articles and research papers. 
	2: 
	3: 15 minutes reflection time twice a week
	4: Educators to bring their observations to Staff Planning Days 
	5: Educators to participate in discussion on Staff Planning Days, discussing the 'where to from here?' based on observations 
	6: Have a conversation with the Occupational Therapist, Special Educator and Speech Therapist to file a ROC for 2020 needs.
	7: Book workshops regarding sensory needs for educators to unpack, seek strategies for sensory needs/ complex behaviours.
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	10: 
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	2: 
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	6: wk 1 2020
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	5: All of the educators- Director led
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	7: Director
	8: All of the educators
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